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INFORMATION - INFORMATION - INFORDATION - INFORFATIO“ 

The TIMEX Computer eessonation has a hotline for questions 
me: eee Se 

PHONE: 800-248-4639 (another way : 800-24-TIVEX!) 

Hope you never have to use -- information: 

Need individual parts for your 2781 - TS19¢¢? 

(Especially ULA chip. and Sinclair — - as all others can be 

gotten locally. 

One source presently - soon to become two -- 

CALL: Sinclair Research Gustomer Service 

603-882-9534 or 603-882-9676 - for PRICE 

SEND MONIES TO: Sinclair Research Ltd. 
4 Sinclair Plaza 
Nashua, N.H. $361 
ATIN: -Parts Needed | 

(include your name and address; postage and Ener are “included 

in the price). 

TimEy /Sinclair Computer just changed its policy concerning the 

selling of individual parts. Sometime between June 15 and July ist 

you will be able to contact TIME for computer parts only. 

ADDRESS: TIMEX Products Service Center 
PO Box: K- rates 

. 7004 Nurray Street 
me Little Rock, Arkansas 72203 

1-501-569-4873 | 

(no price list is available yet) 
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SINCUS OFFICERS 

NAME OFFICE TELEPHONE 

Paul Hill President PS St “GR F2T9 

Jerry Kendrick Treasurer. - 754-1994 

Roger Pufky . .. . Financial Secretary 797-8856 ..-.. -. 

Bridget Krmenec ’ Recording Secretary 754-1994 .-.— 

Jim Jones Trustee’ #1 ~~: -748+2379 
Wes Brzozowski ~ ~ Trustee #2 © ° ~° ‘785-7007 

NAVE “"OOMMITTER ‘°°: ©="7" QELEPHONE:: =... 

Dan Dodway  §=S=—S”-—”:—C#REducation «© ©)... 648=3116 
George Penney Education °°" +. 625-3955. 
Jim Jones Library 748=2379 
Roger Pufky — Tape Swap 797-8856 
Paul Hill (temp.) Software Develop. “, 798-7219: =~ 
Wes Brzozowski  -—«—«~ Hardware Develop.» 785-7007 ©. 
Jim Jones =—. Fembership) = ©: « 748-2379 
Gary Ennis . ~- Newsletter. .“.° : 687-5360 

ELECTIONS RESULTS 

At the May meeting, the following were elected to ‘take office July 1 

NAME — h > OFFICE 

Paul Hill President 
Bridget Krmenec ~~ Vice President 
Gary Cole Financial Secretary 
Wes Brzozowski = Recording Secretary “* 
Glenn Wilson “ "> Mreasvrer “400 
Richard Petrak ‘frustee #1 7 
Gary Ennis _ Trustee #2 Pte 

SINCLAIR COMPUTER USER'S SOCIETY 

UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, articles in SINCUS may be reprinted. 
Please give credit to the author and SINCUS. Also send two (2) 
copies of the publication to EDITOR, SINCUS. 

Please direct all correspondence and exchange newsletters to: 
EDITOR, SINCUS .- | 
119 Liberty Street | 
Owego, New York 13827 

ALL ARTICLES ARE THE OPINION OF THE AUTHOR AND NOT NECESSARILY z 
VIEWS OF THE SINCLAIR COMPUTER USER'S SOCIETY. = 

tries = cS aaa 
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How to end your computer user's society: 

y Just pay dues - let,."them" handle. things.,..« . 
Decline all offices. and committee work, you're busy! _ 
(But give advice on how things should be .done). j 

3) If appointed to a committee don't do anything, after all it's 

a courtesy appointment! : 

4) Don't rush to pay dues, .they're.too high-anyway! 
5) Don't encourage others to join, that's-selling! 
6) Don't read the newsletter, it's not that important! 

(Then complain that you're not informed.) ~~ - - 
7) Don't volunteer, then’ complain that the meetings aren't | 

interesting, the newsletter is too short,.and you're never 

appreciated! NG tes ae gee a togee 

The society has gotten bigger, but.the number of.people.involved in 
running the society has not grown. .Thank you for voting for your . 
choices for elected office.-' now help them!. We-would like to grow . 
not only bigger, but better’ by having many. services to offer with 
our ne dues. Only by volunteering your help will this be 
possible. 

We need: 
ee, ee et hint 

1) People.with 2040 printer to volunteer. to run programs off for 
society business needs (mailing lists and newsletter). 

2) People with access to copiers to make copies at little or no 
cost. See 

3) Peovle with time for and experience (not. required by everyone 
who helps on this) in DATABASE to develop library indexing __ 
system - article by article. ..-- Pe sev see og ot 

s People to help out beginners with. BASIC programming. ar 
People who are familiar with machine code to teach vuthers. 

6) People to phone others fur information and last minute changes - 
if we each take ten names - that's all it would take! hone, te 

7) People to write articles for newsletter - review products for 
others at meetings. 

Paul Hill | 
President. 
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JH ROM: FEST 
Often I marvel at the amount of information ‘stored in my con- 

puter -- both in: RAM (a user changeable random-access memory) and 
in RO (a fixed, read-only memory which makes the user programs work). 
In the ROM, 8K bytes of program-and data are stored. This is 81024 
or 8,192 bytes (or 65,536 bits!)‘of information. ‘Each bit is either 
aior a0 depending on what. the designer wanted to do. - 

If one of these bits were in error, would the computer operate 
properly? It is conceivable that the error would be such that it 
would never occur frequently, but I felt I needed’a means of reas- 
suring myself that my ROM did not contain an error. -Thus, I devised 
a ROM checksum.: This error checking technique is similar to "Synesum" 
in Syne or "Syntactic Sum" in Syntax (which are used to verify cor- 
rect program entry)... The. program is capable of running on any TIIE./ 
Sinclair or Sinclair computer. © ws. fio 23 

“5 = LEP Keio 7g 82 8s) » 
940: LEP Ae 2. 3 TRY 
“45. LED Bof | .. ' 
20 FOR I=1-T0. 1924*K 

| 30 -LET A=A + PEEK(I-1) |. 
40 IF A<1$¢9 THEN GOTC 70 

50 LET B=B+1 re 
60 LET A=A-19¢¢ 

NEXT I 
80 PRINT B;A 

Using this program, which. takes several minutes to run in fast 
mode, I got the checksum 855196. So did several of my friends. This 
indicates. that we probably all have the same ROP: (the test’is not 
foolproof). .If you have the old 8K ROI (the one. with known bugs in 
it), let us know what sum you get. This technique could be used to 
identify ROMs. Changing line 5 to LET .K=4,.the sum is 428876. With 
a 4K RO (2-80) and K=4, the sum is 390829... é 

(Reprinted from SINCLAIR/TIMEX USER GROUP NEWSLETTER, The Boston 
ea Society, volume 1, issue 6, December 1982, author not 
iste Tt 
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Hep inenmeD EE 
NO EXVEKIENCE NEEDED~FEOPLE To WEITE A 
SHORT AKTICLE ON ANY SoFTWAKE OR 
HARDWARE THAT THEY USE AND LIKE. 
Bust WRITE WHAT (TIS AND WHY You Lite 

IT AND How You USE IT KEPLY Te EDITOR 



WHERE 10 PUT FACHINE CODE 
- by Scott Eddy 

There are a number of possible places to store machine code: 

(1) Above RAMTOP. This is a good safe place not bothered 

by NEW, but you can't SAVE it.» : 

(2) In @ REM statement at the beginning ws the program 

area, You write - 
oe OREM 123454000 40n ‘Gihere mendes of bytes 

-: *cyou.wish to reserve ' 

(NOTE - starting address for your ‘machine code is” 

=. . always 16514, or 4082h ie 

+3} In a REM statement at’ the end of the program area. 

_ (4) In the variables area. (Don't use RUN or See 

I am prepared to ignore’ these last _ two neteeeee _e 

Included in this. discussion are “techniques for writing,» sting. 

inserting, deleting, and easily transferring machine code back and. 

forth between a REM statement and, above » ‘RAMTOP by means” of HEXLDS 

programs. ~~ aor 

HEXLD, HEY LD2 and’ "HEYLD3 can be ‘found in "hastering Fachine . 

Code on Your Z¥-81", by Toni Baker. oe 

HEYLD stores your machine code at 30000. (you hane. to set 

RAMTOP at 30000 before you RUN it.) (Ed. note - in the TIVEY /Sinclai~ 

User's Manual see page 124 for how to change ‘RAMTOP). 

HEXLD2 asks for an address, in hexadecimal, so you have a 

choice. Also, you can use character. codes instead of hex code if yo’. 

want to. If you store your code:in a REM statement, (using 4082h as 

the starting address), the procedure is to délete the HEXLD2 program 

line by line, leaving only line 1 - the “REM ‘statement - and then to 

type in the basic lines of your program. - 
HEXLD3 works as follows: 

RUN To list stored machine code ; 

RUN 100 To write new machine code 
RUL 200 To insert new machine code. re 
RUN 300 To delete previous - “machine. code 

RUN 400 To SAVE machine code jae 

The machine. code de for HEXLD3 is ‘stored in a REM statement: at: the’ 

beginning of the program in 246 Se Coaches The "subject program" sandal 

fore has to go above RAMTOP. ic 
A good thing to have:handy is-a thé-thod for converting back and - 

forth between decimal and hex. lI:ine is a -pRoerans eee run on a 

Texas Instruments TI. 58C calculator. 
User-defined Key . Operation. a 

A d toh 
B naw te -h to d ‘ 

C decimal address, 2 bytes. 

An example of this last operation is that when you want to change 

RAFTOP, you enter 30000, and you get 48 and 117. 

(at THIS POINT. THE AUTHOR PROVIDES THE COMPLETE LISTING FOR HEXLD4’ 
IN HEX. - in the interest of space and accuracy we do not list the 
program at this time. You may obtain a photo copy of the program 
by writing Ba Cte or beeen the socal ata -montusy meoysne) 

corner ee tne next ans 

—'G- 



ee 
WHERE 10 PUT MACHINE CODE: (continued) .— « 

The BASIC for HEXLD4 is as’ follows: 
4 REY (246 bytes) - 
10 TET L=16514 
20 FOR X=31750 TO 31995 
30 POKE ¥, PEEK IT 
40 DET L=L-+7 
50 NEXT x - 
60 POKE 16388, 48 

70 POKE 16389, 117 wat, 

80 PRINT AT 8,12;"HEXLD4" Saft a (ates 

100NEW 

When HEXLD4 is RUN the machine code is stored above RAMTOP in 

246 bytes; from 31750 to 31995, or 7096 to 7CFB in hex. RAMTOP is 

set at 30000. After identifying itself, the BASIC is then wiped 

out by a new statement. Oe meer See Oo or eee en Te 

HEXLD4 BASIC, the next program on the tape, and necessary for 

the operation of HEXLD4, can be loaded or ‘wiped out.with the com- 

mand NEW at any time. “Sel f-loading machine code programs such as 

this one can be loaded into adjacent locations above RAI'TOP. You 

RUN is exactly as you do HEXLD3:. from the beginning, lines 100, 200, 

300, or 400 to list, write, insert, delete, or SAVE, respectfully. 

(AT THIS POINT THE AUTHOR LISTS THE BASIC FOR HEXLD4 - again you 

may obtain this by contacting the Editor at a-monthly meeting or 

writing to SINCUS Editor) ’ eae: Sr ee 

The next program on the tape is "Downboad" (the. listing is again 

available for you). This program ‘works’ the other way around from 

these self-loading programs, that, when run, transfer from a REI. 

statement to above RAMTOP, then wipe out the BASIC. It asks for 

the location of the machine code, and the number of bytes, then .. - 

stores it in:a REY. statement in which 255. bytes (or whatever you. 

needed) had been reserved. You then edit and delete the unused part 

of the REI statement, erase lines 10 through 100, add appropriate 

lines of BASIC, then name and SAVE it. See, Gee a ee 

The thing to do now might be to establish a machine code con=- 

vention whereby really useful machine code routines could: be’ writ- 

ten at addresses set aside by common agreement. A bar graph could 

be drawn, say, from 30000 to 32767 at increments of 25 bytes per. 

line. Programs could be listed with their instructions: 

~ NAMB: INSTRUCTIONS: . a 
- HEYTD4 - 4 AD -an " HEXLD4.BASIC 

RENUI BER RAND USR 32000 : ean 

They should all set RAMTOP to the same place to. avoid confusion and 

concern over order of loading. oe ot ; 

SS Seott, Bday, 
_  * SINUS’ 

June 1983 

(AGAIN 70 OBTAIN THE FULL LISTINGS OF THE PROGRAFS IN. SCOTT'S, 
ARTICLE _ write to Editor, SINCUS or see me at the monthly meeting) 

J : 

: _ 

—_ 



TIRESLY 9 TIPS % 
“TRY “THIS (SES. te oe! 

lO LET are “A+“ _— - 

Is Dm A$2,2) Og ges ee 

20 LETAGMDEA 

26 LET At(2 = “22° 

* “20.A@iNT ASGY, ASQ ~ 

WHAT HAPPENS COHEN. You. RUN THs 

Ae ERR TSI EAS § 

EDN ‘OUT HOw | jMmuce MENCKEY
 

OSED. TIRE | THIS mare 

PRINT EEK 16346 + 250° Zeck |o347- 10384 

AE ArisioeR 1S “NumBee.. oF BYTES - “AHS TNCLMDES ae i: 

OF THe SYSTEM - “YAKIABLES 
| 

FHANES. § “fl eo cr THE SeaeeN a enge ERR. 

E7 ¥ KKK eK KOK 

wy Pe 

PK 
YOu_- 

+ kK * 5 ee 

LOANT 7 “peooeAm 10 on ul? "Einnne 

LOHEN You: -LOAD (re aww ese CINES Hee 

(9990 ts er 
| 

aaqs S Ave. “eeoeRne’ e
e. I% tee) 

~~ 4GJe Gote on ~ | 

994 CaN Be Guat Bur ee ih Nee out 

AHE VARIABLES. an 
A Gera = _-STAKT KECORDEK AND 

to SAVE THe EKO 

AV EE Goro 99190- AGTEK IT 1S SAVED - aes GGO 

—~ 8- 



as man 
I Gaby Enns 

EDIT - apologies to Wes Brzozowski for not listing him as Trustee — 

in Taetcnontis issue. Also apologizing for "Low Resolution" graphics 

that.our budget still requires, - Improving graphics and mailing~you --~ 

the newsletter only require’one thing $$$$$ - we have the technology 

and the help (although more help is welcome!). 
HELP - please submit to Editor, SINCUS, 119 Liberty St. Owego, NY 

73827, any errors that you find in the TIMEX/Sinclair Users manual. 
An unidentified man gave me one at last month's meeting - page 88 

exercise 1 - what's wrong with LEN Ag="ATN 1*4" 7 oe 
REM - just arrived article in Boston Computer Society newsletter — 

States "Numbers, in magnitude (absolute value).less than one and 
containing two, three, or four zeroes following the decimal’ point, 

are LPRINTed ineorréctly. Apparantly the bug was mentiond in the 

manual that came with a Sinclair printer but may have been omitted 

from the TIVEX 2040 manual. Anyone with a printer.- please verify 
this information. . ’ ; 
EDIT --bdig thank’ you to Scott-.Eddy for his outstanding article on. 

machine code. The full program listings will be available for the 
membership.use, The article represented a tremendous amount of work 

as you will realize when you. see the, listings (which' take up 10 more 

pages!). Hope everyone understands the editor's reluctance to try 
to copy seven pages of machine code written in hext.-,.. - + 
CHECK OUT THE COMPETITION - Texas Instrumént's stock plummets more 
than 25% (while the market is going Uri}; the President of Apple 
is promoting rock concerts (at a substantial loss spposedly) , the 
President of Commodore.is Selling his stock (reportedly worth over 
$7 million) and another computer corporate whiz was killed when his 
Ferrari went over an_embankment. .. Yet predictions still say the 
computer explosion is Still.with us. ~ Been eT ae, 
IF YOU MISSED IT - the "Computer Programme", the PBS 1/2 hour show 
on computers that airs at 8 PI}. each Wednesday.can.also be seen at. -.- 
8 Al. on Saturday mornings! ae 
AGAIN - the biggest single need that .t his. hobby/educational pursuit 
has is the need for competent reviews of software. All. you have to 
do is to write a page description of what it is,:what-it does and 
why you like it. These reviews will help all: of us in making pur- 
Chasing decisions. Seip: Pie te, eee me ee. ee |g 
PROBLEM - I recently responded to a company that‘is interested in 
opening some TIMEY /Sinclair ‘retail. outlets’ to support the tremen- 
dously growing market. .It is interesting to note that many of the 
retailers that carried the: computer when it first appeared last year 
no longer carry the machine or the software. Watch for more future 
Software to be in RCY units that just.plug ine ©... 
FOR THOSE THAT ASKED - last. month's little exercise in "number 
cruncning” produced an answer "K",. K is the sum of all of the errors (ABS R). Theoretically K should be Y, but you have to spend. Over the thousand dollar’ level tu buy a computer that does! 
DID YOU_EVER HEAR about the bug in a central processing unit ofa . 
main Irame computer that incorrectly dealt with the number 8 (I ‘thin 
it read it as 2!), The computer had been sold to an engineering fir that was using it to. design buildings and bridges!: .Every calcule- 
tion for something like two years had to be repeated to make sure no 
bridges were going to collapse! . : py in 
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SFECTIAL SINCUS ANNOUNCEMENT 

First, let me apologize for the absence of the past two 
SINCUS NEWS issues, May and June. As noted in my April column, 
I have started a new career. The combination of six day work 
weeks, Over an hour a day in travel time, and the work of having 
to move about 20% of my life out of the dry cleaners and into my 
mobile home made it very difficult to get much else done. 

Second, the club did meet in May and June as announced in 
the April newsletter. We are meeting.in July and August and for 
many months after that!!! : 

MOST IMFORTANT — the next meeting is NEXT WEDNESDAY! ! 
WEDNESDAY 

YTeom F. rT. 

VEST AL FUBLIC LIBRARY 

The JULY issue of SINCUS NEWS will be distributed to those 
attending, along with the explanation of how to use "CLONE", If 
you are unable to attend, the newsletter will be mailed to you 
the following day. I¢ you have purchased a preproduction copy 
of "Clone" from the Club, you may obtain the documentation by 
calling 770-8880 daily 10 AM to 5:30 PM. Again, "Clone" is 
being made available ONLY to local SINCUS members so that we may 
have it "beta tested", 

If you have thought Sinclair computers and their users had 
dropped out of sight —- NOTHING COULD BE FURTHER FROM THE TRUTH. 

1. SINCUS member Wes Brzozowski has completed several very 
important projects ("Clone", "“INterface Zero", and the 
"64 Character Display" just to name a few) 

2. SINCUS member Charles Koeth has been equally busy with 
hardware projects ("Clock" and "Voice Synthesizer"), 

3. SINCUS member Dave Schoenwetter has gone deeper into 
the code of "Smart Term II" and Produced code to drive 
a full sized printer and to save the contents of the 
buffer. 

4. DISCOUNT COMPUTER OUTLET has word that their "Silver 
Avenger" (a TIMEX 2068 with Spectrum rear edge connec-— 
tor, Spectrum ROM emulator, and a disk drive) has been 
shipped from Portugal. They will be carrying TIMEX 
2968 software. 

S. Hardware projects are just Waiting for someone to take 
them out and build. We have the Printer interface for 
2968 or T1000, plus the keyboard for the T1000. 

6. Dave Schoenwetter is experimenting with the possibility 
of hooking a Hayes compatible modem to his serial port 
on his printer interface. If it works 1200 baud may be 
usable on the 2068! 

So, inspite of my inability to get the job done - and my thanks to Faul Hill, Carl Morris and Scott Eddy in helping with the newsletter and back issue projects - SINCUS still survives. Much is going on - I invite you to join us Wednesday. If you 
cannot come call 770-8880 and let us know you still support = us- 
after all dues will be payable this month! 

Finally, I am going to need some help on SINCUS NEWS - 
typing articles, maintaining the mailing list, printing mailing 
labels, licking stamps, and mailing. I can handle the editing and pasteup and printing. If you can help, call 770-8880. 

THANES FOR YOUR FATIENCE — GARY ENNIS, Editor, SINCUS NEWS 

~ 
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